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Republic of Europe." Shortly before he died he sent a copy
of his book to Frederick II of Prussia. It arrived amid the
clash of arms in. the War of the Austrian Succession. The King
wrote to Voltaire (April 12,1742):" The Abb6 de Saint-Pierre,
who distinguishes me so far as to honour me with his corre-
spondence, has sent me a most excellent treatise on the means
of restoring peace to all Europe, and on the manner of pre-
serving it continually. The thing is exceedingly practicable, nor
is anything except the consent of all Europe and some other
such-like trifles wanting for its encouragement." * The great
cynic who had deliberately provoked the war which he was
waging was not likely to be a very favourable critic.
If the Abb6 de Saint-Pierre had lived in a later age he would
have been called a ' publicist'; he called himself a " counsel
for the commonwealth." He believed that the best man was
the most useful man, and his views had some influence on
Bentham and the school of English Utilitarians. Rousseau was
attracted too by the bold ideas and practical thinking of Saint-
Pierre, and produced in 1761 a version of his own called
Extrait du " Projet de paix perpetuelle " de M. I*Abbe de Samt-
Pierre? Jeremy Bentham, surveying the world at large from
his own busy world of men and books and thought, brought
out in 1786, after conversations with the statesman Lord
Shelburne at Bowood, an essay on war and a project for peace,
for the federation of Europe, and for a reduction of armaments
obviously based on Saint-Pierre. " War is mischief on the
largest scale " are his opening words.
The book on peace which attracted most attention in the
eighteenth century appeared almost at the very end. This was
Kant's Zum ewigen Frieden : ein phUosophischer Entwurf (On
Perpetual Peace : a philosophical essay), published at Konigs-
berg in 1795, the year in which Prussia withdrew from the
French war by making the Treaty of Bale. Kant believed in
1 Quoted by N. Ausiibel, Superman: the Life of Frederick the Great
(trans. E. and C. Paul, 1932), p. 447.
a See C, E. Vaughan, The Political Writings of J.-J. Rousseau (1915),
vol. i.

